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A feature documentary about the beautiful rocks of Hyderabad, showcasing their

suffusion in the city’s sensibility and culture, calling for saving the rock spaces that

remain in the city and turning them into spaces of celebration.

The film is really a love letter to Hyderabad and its unique terrain and culture. It

fosters the understanding that the rocks are a beautiful, valuable and ecologically

irreplaceable ally in the growth of the city. Their presence is bound up with the

water table, water bodies, flora and fauna forming a natural heritage that we must

be rightly proud of, protect and pass on to future generations. The film showcases a

spectrum of local craft, folklore, personal memory, nomenclature, songs, poetry, art

and even food (!), to demonstrate how the city’s sensibility is bound up with the

rocks. It urges a greater intervention in planning Hyderabad’s development,

suggesting ways to balance its growth as mandated by the compulsions of 21st

century urban realities, with the retention of a healthful and intersecting aesthetic,

ecological, geological and cultural landscape that renders our city unique.



                                                         

Telengana, in the Deccan, is  a unique region of central and south India, with

Hyderabad its crown city, having a distinct historical trajectory. Its culture,

language, food and its tempers too, remain distinct even today. One such distinct

and beguiling feature of the physical landscape is its ancient rock formations.

 

Respect for and dependence upon this landscape was the bedrock on which a

profound interactive relationship was built. It was a dynamic relationship between

the rocks and the city that manifested itself in the city's culture. A city culture and

sensibility which, in its art, crafts, textiles, poetry, architecture, literature, daily

language, popular art, jokes... profoundly acknowledged the beauty of the rocks

and the role they played in the ecological health and aesthetic distinctness of the

city. However this has changed remarkably within the last couple of decades. We

have witnessed catastrophic destruction of these unique and irreplaceable ancient

rock formations as well as a loss of the culture that is enmeshed with this terrain.

Uma Magal, upon returning to her hometown Hyderabad after a long stint abroad

spent studying and working in film, was deeply affected by this loss. She decided to

put her skills and personal funds to use in the matter and began to make a film. She

then approached an old friend and another Hyderabadi, Mahnoor Yar Khan, to join

her. Both Uma and Mahnoor have also been driven by their personal affections and

memories of growing up around the rocks. Even as the city grows in response to the

compulsions of 21st century urban realities, it can still do with a sense of balance,

that wisely retains what is left of a stunning and unique geo-heritage.

Background
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Uma is the owner of Fenugreek Productions, a 

studio that delivers film and media services to 

clients in India and abroad. She has a B.A. from

Lady Shriram College, Delhi, an M.A. in Political 

Science from the University of Hyderabad and an

M.A. in Communication from the Mass 

Communication Research Centre, J. M. I., Delhi.

During her years in the US she earned an M.F.A in film production from Temple

University, produced a PBS weekly series,"News 6", with 6th grade schoolchildren,

taught film and media at San Francisco State and Temple Universities and served on

the boards of Asian Arts Initiative and Independent Film and Video Association in

Philadelphia. She worked with the Scribe Video Centre to teach media literacy and

the use of video as an empowering tool, particularly for disenfranchised communities.

On returning to India she served as independent faculty in film aesthetics,

documentary production and Indian Cinema at COMMITS - Bengaluru, The University

of Hyderabad and Annapurna School of Film and Media. She co-produced and co-

directed a feature documentary on theatre “The Players” which was subsequently

acquired by NDTV. She has worked in diverse capacities in theatre, including lead

actor, in production and lighting, in Delhi, Bengaluru and Hyderabad. 

She served on the board  as the secretary of the international Asian Film Society that

publishes the journal “Asian Cinema”. She has presented in diverse conferences and

published on film and theater for academic journals, magazines and newspapers

including the Hindu, Tehelka and The Hans India. Her book, (co-authored), “Rasayana

for Childcare: Joy of Herbs and Healing” on using medicinal plants from the home 

and garden was published by Partridge Press.                                           

Key  Personne l

Uma Magal, Producer, Director,

Researcher, Editor
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Mahnoor Yar Khan, Co-producer,

Researcher 

                                                                                                                                                    
 

Mahnoor is a filmmaker and drama

therapist. She has a degree in psychology

and sociology from Osmania University in 

Hyderabad. Mahnoor started her career 

as a filmmaker in Toronto, Canada in 1983. 

She was assistant editor on “Ordure,” 

a student film that won the jury prize at the 

Canadian Student Film Festival. In the same

year she worked on the film “Bread” as Production Manager, which won the Blue

Ribbon Award at the 26th American Film Festival 1984. Since then she has worked

on a number of social service films in India in the capacity of director. In 1991 she

co-directed the film "Farewell to Sri Lanka" which was selected for screening the

following year at the Mumbai International Film Festival. 

In 2016 she curated a multi-media show on Palestine that included 50 artworks

produced by young artists from Gaza. The show travelled to five cities and was

held at multiple venues.

Links
We invite you to engage with the links below to find out more about the film.

 

Website: https://www.otherkohinoors.com/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Other-Kohinoors-The-Rocks-of-

Hyderabad-834722116579075/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/otherkohinoors

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/otherkohinoors/

LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/in/otherkohinoors/?originalSubdomain=in

LinkTree:  https://linktr.ee/Otherkohinoors
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STYLE

This film is a visual essay that will entertain as well as educate.

Stylistically it interweaves live action footage with animation, minimal

narration and music. 

The music for the film is a mix of Telugu film songs, Rap poetry written by

and sung by local rap artists, Urdu Shairi narrated to music and original

background music composed for the film. 

The animations have been done by contributing artists. Each animation is

about a particular aspect of the city culture that we wish to celebrate. 

Through a strategic outreach plan of film screenings and distribution, the

film will reach people in different neighborhoods and communities in the

city. 

It offers some actionable ideas to make children, citizens, policy makers and

planners more Geo-aware and suggest courses of action to retain our

stunning Geo-heritage. 

     

THE ROCKS 

The Granite rocks of the Deccan Plateau are among the oldest in the world.

Geologists date these rocks 2500 million years.  

Hyderabad is the only city in India where rocks are protected as a Natural    

heritage. 

For more information, email otherkohinoors@gmail.com

Fact sheet
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Press Stills
Please email us if you would like the high resolution version of the stills below. 
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Film Animation Stills 



Dear Press person: 

Here is the description of series and sessions planned that are based on the

themes of the film Other Kohinoors, the Rocks of Hyderabad. This film is a

documentary love letter to Hyderabad. Its premiere will be followed by an

extensive outreach program that will have free screenings of the film

accompanied by an interesting speaker to start a conversation about the rocks

that remain in the city. This outreach program will cover community spaces like

the Bengali Samiti, Marathi Mandal, Kannada Sangha, old city spaces, Salar

Jung Museum, Secunderabad spaces, govt. and private museums, govt. and

private schools and colleges etc. etc. The Producers of the film have worked to

create 2 huge databases made of these spaces as well as the speakers who

will accompany the film screenings in these spaces.  

Please see below for details on the I am here to Wonder conversations. 

Thanking you for your kind attention to this film effort and labour of love for the

rocks of our city. 

Warm Regards,

Uma Magal and Mahnoor Yar Khan

For the Press



A Note from the Makers
 
 

We take great pride in this unique film and outreach effort, that we have laboured
on with love for the past decade.

It has really been a journey of witness : of the many developments & dimensions of
our city’s rocky terrain. And a journey of documentation and exciting insights. Our
outreach began from this research stage itself, when we shared findings first
through a bimonthly series of articles published in the Hindu for almost 2 years. We
shared our rough cut with Heritage Education experts on their request, and, a host
of other people in the city, platforming the wonderful twining of our cultural and
geoheritage & urgent need to retain it. The urgency coming in the face of
witnessing the massive destruction of our rocks and the grief stricken knowledge
that rocks once gone cannot be brought back. We have also created the very
popular I am here to wonder sessions that will be ongoing for a few years more ;
created an interactive social media presence that has grown exponentially ;
crowdfunded with some success, for the film and outreach program. The enormous
moral support this brought has been as important as the financial support that
people have sent on. And we have yet to premiere this beautiful film with a unique
narration that includes an original “rap” song called The Song of the Kohinoors.

More details on all this on our website.

Above all we are proud and happy that so many people from so many walks of life
have joined us in this journey! A journey begun in ecogrief and solastalgia at
witnessing the profound destruction the city’s rocks have suffered over the past few
decades. But the enthusiasm and support that we have received, strongly builds our
morale to stay this course to celebrate our unique rocky terrain, to document it’s
past and work for it’s future.



I Am here to Wonder Conversations
 

Hyderabadi Baataan Mulakhaataan!

The oft quoted line by Goethe: “I am here to wonder” expressed his wonder in the
face of nature's, our earths', majesty. This wonder is one of the oldest cognitions in
the human toolkit. It is available to all of us, even though it is often overcome by the
realities and demands of our daily lives. The “I am Here to Wonder” conversations
keep the wonder front and center. They are about the moments when we step out
of our ordinary consciousness and tap into something greater.

These Conversations/Baithaks/Mulaqaataan serve as triggers to remember &
recognize how, over the ages, this connection with the natural world around us has
led us to consciously & unconsciously, twine it into different aspects of our culture.
Particularly, how our region’s unique natural heritage, the rocks, are framed in
cultural imagination. Each Baithak focuses on a different aspect to create an
engaging experience for all: the audiences, the featured conversationalists/artists
and the hosts too! 

Please see Events Showcase | Other Kohinoors on our website to experience the
earlier baithaks that we have done on Songs and Rocks (Geet Gaya Patharon Ne)
; Cuisine and Rocks (The Kohinoor Kitchen cookalong); Rocks and Dakhani Art
(Rocks in the frame). There have been some wonderful cosponsors of these sessions
including Goethe Zentrum, Moving Images, Salar Jung Museum, Society to Save
Rocks to name a few. 

Our next conversation is: I am Here to Wonder Sang e Shayari, on rocks and
poetry....








